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Section 1

Progress of Action Group
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Progress of the action group
Priorities

Actions Achieved (Jan – March)

Children, Young
People & Families

Objectives

61

1
2

Covid-19 Recovery

Ethnic Minority Groups

Confirmed extended
membership

Accepted Terms of
Reference for the
group

Reviewed data reported
identified gaps & where
innovation can be
applied

Review pathways into local walking &
cycling training programmes

3

Programme/s of work targeting children for
improving physical activity/reducing weight
need further scoping

NHS England Better Health campaign
created opportunity for partners to come
together to plan how this campaign can be
supported and localised

4

To undertake 6 month follow up surveys on
participants of local programmes to help
measure the impact of initiatives

5

Expand resources to prevent
schemes specifically targeting
children on waiting lists

6

To promote and engage internal
offers for WBC staff to support a
healthy workforce

Long-term Success Measures
Percentage of adults cycling for travel at least three days a week

Percentage of physically active adults
Percentage of activity levels for children and young people

Last updated May 2021
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Decrease

Agreed 3 Priority
Groups

To develop a reporting
system to capture
monthly local progress
and achievements

Group members
are now working
to finalise
Percentage of adults (aged 18+) classified
medium and
as overweight or obese
short-term
Prevalence of overweight (including
success
obesity) Reception (4 - 5 years and Year 6)
measures
Percentage of adults physically inactive

Percentage of adults walking for travel at least three days per week

Increase

Confirmed objectives
(adding a focus on
WBC staff)

Confirmed HWB
group membership

Highlights and Key Achievements

Key Achievements
92% of people referred to the Sports & Leisure GP Referral
scheme are continuing to be physical active having
completed the programme
Increased online offers promoted locally to get people
active throughout lockdown
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Schools remain engaged with the local Eco Travel, My
Journey and School games teams throughout lockdown
2 New schools committed to Eco Travel Air Quality
project
1 School achieved Platinum accreditation for Mode shift
Stars school travel
After a successful pilot by sports and leisure funding is
agreed to continue the Movement with confidence
offer to decrease falls & prevent hospital admission

Last updated May 2021

Berkshire West NHS Integrated Care Partnerships Group
approved Physical Activity as a Prevention Priority for
2021 offering funded activities for Wokingham
Buddyboost launches April 2021 to encourage WBC staff
to get active and feel better.

WBC are currently 3rd in the Berkshire West active
workplace leader board
Material decision ongoing to pilot healthy weight
innovation for children and young people
Procurement underway to procure a tier 2 adult weight
management offer for 2021

QR Walk launches March 30th 2021
4

4

Section 2
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Reporting
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Updates

Where are we now

Local
Sports
and
Leisure
Teams

Lockdown continues meaning all
local leisure services & centres are
closed.

Due to the National
lockdown, Focus remains on
promoting online offers

Data for the year is understandably
lower than usual but positive
messages are still being seen

In the last quarter local
online offers have
increased from 18 to 29 easy
access activity videos for all

Wokingham GP referral Scheme
2020 saw 72 referrals
Of which 92% kept active after
the 24 week programme

127 referrals have been
received for the Post
Covid-19 reablement offer

SHINE (Some Health Improvements
Need Exercise) is a physical activity
programme for adults 60 and over
living in the Wokingham Borough

Quarter 4 Data 2020
6632 people registered for
SHINE with 60 new
members

SHINE

Facebook Videos
Roughly 1,500 unique residents who have seen
our posts during March 2020
Wokingham Active Kids Videos
392 views to date
YouTube Videos
Most viewed video on council page:
Basic Tai Chi - 16, 287 views since the
beginning of the pandemic
4719 views over the last quarter
Twitter
Roughly 1,400 views from posts made in January 2020–
An increase of 402 views since December
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Where are we now

Eco
Travel
and Air
Quality
Team

10% of
Wokingham
Primary Schools
are now
engaged with
the Air Quality
Initiative

Eco School Initiative
100%
80%
60%

40%
20%
0%

Dec '20
Schools enganged

Last updated May 2021

March '21
Schools not yet engaged

Numbers
increased even
during lockdown

Modeshift Stars Travel Accreditation

A school Eco

Covid -19 is affecting school participation and
take up, however since December Evedons is aiming for a Platinum accreditation
Hawthorns Primary have completed Green and
Bronze accreditations

Activity Book for
KS1 + KS2
encouraging active
travel and nature is
developed and
awaiting sign off

Role of Honour
Hawthorns Primary took part in a Air quality
banner competition asking drivers to stop Idling,
106 entries were received.
A competition asking schools to build bee houses
had 36 entries from 11 schools

An
introduction
lesson is ready
to be piloted in
local schools

This will be supported
by a video on how to
create an Eco Travel
group at school

A QR code walk has
been developed in
partnership with the
Active Travel Officer to
encourage families to
be active
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Updates

Updates

Where are we now
Lockdown resulted in significant challenges to the delivery of our
Bikeability / Scooter training sessions.
However Bikeability was delivered to 150 children.

My
Journey
Team

Eco Travel is part of the My Journey Team and they are launching
he Air Quality QR Trail on Tuesday, 30th March and run until
Sunday, 18th April.

Hunt for the Hound” trails were offered between December
and January at Cali CP and January and Feb at Buckhurst
Meadows
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The Team have been developing walking trails which will be live
at the end of March

Air Quality Hero Story Competition launches 30th March nut this
will run until Friday, 30th April.

School games competition

Where are we now

Local
School
Games
Coordinator

Lockdown has meant strict timetables
throughout
Quarter 3 and 4 for school bubbles to
prevent bubbles from mixing or being
outside at the same time as another

A positive observation has been that
fewer children were outside at lunch
and break time, there was more room
for children to run around and
undertake active play

Some schools thought creatively and
interpreted the activity guidelines
differently, occasionally offering a
shorter period of more intense activity

Many schools didn't achieve the 60
minutes activity a day

However some schools brought in a fitness
activity or gave classes extra break time
supporting increased physical activity

rather than a longer period of less
intense activity

Last updated May 2021

Two school competition were
undertaken and saw 35
participants
Work is underway with schools to
identify support needed for the school
games and face to face events in the
summer term
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Updates

Where are we now

Physical
Activity
Offers
for WBC
Staff

Staff sports and leisure offers are on hold
due to lockdown
However the Berkshire West NHS Integrated Care
Partnerships Group approved Physical Activity as a
Prevention Priority for 2021
The first offer Buddyboost launches April 2021 with
Berkshire West Challenge

Post-lockdown aims

Buddyboost: free easy-access app
Encourages staff to buddy up virtually in groups of up to 6 to
complete 26 minutes if activity for 26 days

“Lunchtime walks is
a great way to get
your 26 minutes in”
(Sheetal, buddybooster)

26 is important, because if you do 26 minutes of exercise a
day you’ll hit the target set by the Chief Medical officer

“I’m the one who normally
makes excuses, so having
buddies has kept me at
it…super-pleased with myself”

Buddies are important because they are a great way to keep
you supported and motivated throughout the challenge.

(Nic, buddybooster)
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Where are we now

Get
Berkshire
Active
(GBA)

Get Berkshire Active are offering free training for
health professionals to enhance skills and confidents in
having conversations with patients about promoting
physical activity.
There are also other opportunities to link this training
to other local offers within the community and
voluntary sectors is also underway and this work is also
being linked up with the local Making Every Contact
Count.

Last updated May 2021

Numbers attending Physical Activity
training sessions
Total for Buckinghamshire, Oxfordshire and
Berkshire (see right for Berkshire):

373 participants have benefited from
training in physical activity
Numbers accessing were ~ equal across
counties

Total for Berkshire
Healthcare staff *: 62
Social prescribers or Community
Connectors: 18
Charity Sector or Council staff (non-clinical)
37
*Incl. Nurses, Dietitians, Doctors, Midwives, Pharmacists, Radiographers and others
**Including. Involve, Age UK Reading, Age UK Berkshire, Citizens Advice, Enrych

(disability) and others
Roles incl. befrienders, support staff, home podiatry, cancer champions etc
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Updates

Where are we now
Post-lockdown aims

Local
Country
Side
Team
67
Healthy
Weight

Lockdown
saw
activities
closed but
the team
kept going
and still
achieved
some good
annual data

Adult Activities
Boat Hire
Days Out
Instructor Courses
Pool
Taster Sessions
Youth Activities
Grand Total

Where are we now
The advert for the pilot went live on
March 12th, 2021
The aim is to award a 12-month contract
by April 2021
Progress on procurement and KPIs will be reported
quarterly
New Data to be reported from July 2021
(subject to successful procurement)

Adults
Last updated May 2021

Sum of Number of Attendees
46
15178
1893
33
1654
60
1760
20624

The aim post lockdown is to focus on:
‘regular participation’ - turning activity into a habit

‘Education’ – educating children via schools and re-educating the community via
other resources about healthy lifestyles, how, why, opportunities within the borough

Data to be considered for future reporting
Numbers attending Physical Activity
training sessions
GP Practice data Numbers accessing information
re healthy weight support e.g. brief intervention
Referrals to GP Referral Scheme
School-meal uptake/ Free-school meal uptake

Work continues on a material decision
to pilot innovation for tier 2 weight
management for children and young
people

The aim is for a pilot to be underway in
2021

Children and Young People
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Progress

Identifying gaps in the data collected and improving future reporting
Sports and Leisure have started to identify new more informative comparative data to start to report on in the future
To Identify and report who is not accessing local offers – so gaps can be addressed
Numbers referred to
sports and leisure
and PFP leisure
offerings data
reported as usual

Programme(s)
delivered by sports
and leisure data
reported as usual

Sports and Leisure
membership: Number
of adults registering
and those attending –
usual reporting

Sports and Leisure
membership: Number
of children and young
people attending
programmes– usual
reporting
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NEW Number who take up the
referral
NEW Number of people who
complete the programme
NEW Number who report keeping
active after the referral

NEW Number who take up
the referral

New Number of junior
memberships joining & attendance
New Frequency attending

NEW Numbers reported by ward

NEW Number of people who
complete the programme

NEW Reablement - To investigate
capturing data regarding # NOF and
falls admissions

NEW Number who report
keeping active after the
referral

NEW Numbers within targeted groups
attending e.g. obesity, Ethnic minority
groups etc.

New Numbers accessing
swimming & active play
New Numbers FSM children
accessing free swim

To investigate if we can access numbers of people using Google maps to report on analytics
Remaining members of the Health and Wellbeing group will be identifying new data in their area to report on
Last updated May 2021
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Annual reports since the last
Health and Wellbeing Board
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Annual Reports
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Annual Reports
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Annual Reports
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Annual Reports
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Section 4
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National Reporting and Public
Health Framework Indicators
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Public Health Outcome Framework Indicators

Child Weight Indicators
This data is taken from the 2019/ 20 National child Measurement Programme.
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Indicator CO9a

Children in Reception (4-5 year olds) are measured in
school and
data shows
the prevalence
of overweight
Child
Weight
Indicators
and obesity

Indicator CO9

Children in Year 6 (10-11 year olds) are measured in
school and
data shows
the prevalence
of overweight
Child
Weight
Indicators
and obesity

N.B 20/21 data is not available as the programme was halted due to Covid-19
Last updated May 2021
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Public Health Outcome Framework Indicators
NCMP Annual Data 2019/20

Indicator CO9a Reception year (4-5 years old)
Prevalence of overweight and obesity
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Public Health Outcome Framework Indicators
NCMP Annual Data 2019/20

Indicator CO9b Year 6 (10-11 years old)
Prevalence of overweight and obesity
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Public Health Outcome Framework Indicators

Adult Weight Indicator
This data is taken from the 2018/19 Active Lives Survey, Sport England
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Indicator C16

Last updated May 2021

% Adults (18years +) classified as overweight and or
obese
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Public Health Outcome Framework Indicators
NCMP Annual Data 2019/20
Indicator C16 % Adults (18years +) classified as overweight and or obese
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Last updated May 2021
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Public Health Outcome Framework Indicators

Physical Activity Indicators
The source of this data is: 2018/19 Public Health England based on the Active Lives Adult Survey, Sport England

Indicator C10a

Physically
Active
Children
and young People
Child
Weight
Indicators
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Indicator C17b

Physically Inactive Adults

Indicator C17a

Physically Active Adults

Last updated May 2021
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Public Health Outcome Framework Indicators
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Public Health Outcome Framework Indicators
NCMP Annual Data 2019/20
Indicator C17b % Physically Inactive Adults
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Public Health Outcome Framework Indicators
NCMP Annual Data 2019/20
Indicator C17a % Physically Active Adults
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Section 5
84
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Key reports since the last Health
and Wellbeing Board
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Key Reports
Section 5
Highlights from influential national reports
Public Health England launched the Reduce Inequalities in Physical Activity Report March 2021

Key Messages
Three major themes have been identified for commissioners to consider as
actions to reduce inequalities in physical activity:

1

Key Points for Consideration

1

Include discussions of inequalities in physical activity in health
and wellbeing boards’

2

Ensure the workforce reflects the diverse community

3

Consider the training needs of the local workforce in diversity

4

Encourage high-level, executive staff to act as 'equality and
diversity in physical activity' leads

5

Work to ensure equality in physical activity is actively promoted
prominently within commissioned healthcare services

Enablers, barriers and identifying opportunity

85

2

Community consultation, engagement, and partnership

3

Holistic approach for protected characteristics and
intersectionality

Solutions should be sought in partnership with communities so that individuals can
take ownership of what is being delivered
Diversity training which challenges own bias should be mandatory for all workforces
Opportunities for role models and peer to peer influencing, is important to foster
autonomy and empowerment for all communities

Last updated May 2021
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